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I. Introduction 
Benefiting from developments in micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), a new spacecraft architecture termed 
‘SpaceChip’ [1], ‘ChipSats’ [2] or ‘smart dust’ [3] swarms has been proposed to distribute sensing nodes in heliocentric 
orbit to enable massively parallel space science. Due to the low cost of such swarms, smaller and cheaper even than 
CubeSats, they are seen as disposable sensors that could be used on missions to explore hostile environments, beyond 
the capability of traditional spacecraft architectures [2]. For a single ‘smart dust’ device of decreasing length-scale L in 
heliocentric orbit, its mass and surface area scale as L3 and L2 respectively, resulting in an increasing area-to-mass ratio 
for smaller devices. Such devices are strongly perturbed by solar radiation pressure (SRP). Therefore, the orbit evolution 
of a swarm of devices can in principle by controlled through modulation of its pitch angle or lightness number [4]. 
To model the orbit evolution of such a swarm, it is preferable to use partial differential equations (PDE), akin to fluid 
mechanics dealing with continuum flow, rather than ordinary differential equations (ODEs) traditionally used in 
astrodynamics. This continuum approach to astrodynamics originates from studies on the evolution of natural dust 
clouds, debris clouds and the West Ford Needles, a passive swarm of 1.8 cm long wires [5,6]. Gor’Kavyi et al. [7,8] 
considered the natural evolution of interplanetary dust under Poynting-Roberson drag and planetary resonances by 
introducing a continuity PDE and then integrating it numerically to find quasi-stationary states for natural dust flows. 
Considering the natural evolution of Earth-orbiting nanosatellite constellations under air drag, on-orbit failures and the 
deposition of new satellites into the constellation, McInnes [9] derived a set of PDEs with the same form as Gor’Kavyi 
et al [7]. He then obtained closed-form analytic solutions to these PDEs which provide insights into the global dynamics 
and long-term evolution of large constellations of nanosatellites. Asymptotic steady-state distributions of nanosatellites 
constellations were also found and an estimate of the required deposition rate of new nanosatellites to maintain a 
constellation provided. This PDE approach with closed-form solutions was then extended to investigate wave-like 
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patterns in an elliptical satellite ring, with peaks in density which can be used to provide enhanced coverage [10]. Letizia 
et al. [11] summarized the applications of PDE in astrodynamics, including interplanetary dust [7,8], nanosatellites [9] 
and high area-to-mass objects [12] to extend the continuity equation approach to multiple dimensions in phase space, 
defined by generic state variables, and then presented a procedure for the analytic solution to the continuity equation. 
McInnes [13] considered the orbital evolution of self-propelled ‘smart dust’ swarms in heliocentric orbit, and 
analytically derived the solutions to the continuity equation, including the evolution of an infinite sheet and a finite disk, 
evolution with on-orbit failures and with constant device deposition at one boundary. Most previous work builds on the 
natural evolution of passive bodies such as interplanetary dust [7,8], nanosatellites in constellations [9] and debris [6,13]. 
However, the self-propelled swarm discussed in this paper is assumed to be controllable by modulating the device pitch 
angle and lightness number. Active control of the evolution of the swarm becomes an interesting new problem for 
investigation. 
Prior work on swarms has focused on the development of decentralised control laws which lead to desired emergent 
behaviour of multi-agent systems. For example, Punzo et al. [14] exploited a combination of artificial potential function 
methods and graph theory to control swarm shapes with reduced agent computational costs and improved robustness of 
the swarm. Later Punzo et al. [15] used the same method to control swarm formations with a self-similar central 
symmetry, which can generate fractal shapes for a distributed antenna array. Colombo et al. [16] developed a long-term 
orbit maintenance algorithm for satellite-on-a-chip or SpaceChip swarms based on the idea of balancing the energy 
dissipation from atmospheric drag with the energy gain from asymmetric solar radiation pressure. Izzo et al. [17] 
developed a decentralized formation-flying control architecture which produced homogeneous controllers able to plan 
the acquisition and maintenance of geometric formations. However, all such controllers developed for swarm control are 
derived from the ODEs of orbital dynamics, not from the PDEs of swarm density. As a quite different strategy from 
ODE control stabilizing finite-dimensional systems, most prior work on the stabilization of infinite-dimensional PDE 
models employ boundary controls to obtain a steady-state distribution [18,19]. This strategy can apply the PDE entropy 
function theorem [20] to build a candidate Lyapunov function and then design boundary controllers for distributed 
hyperbolic systems. However, the existence of such entropies are found only for homogeneous PDEs, which means that 
traditional boundary control is not available for the controlled evolution of swarms under on-orbit failures, with a non-
homogeneous continuity equation. 
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In this paper, as an extension of Ref. [13], several control strategies to generate a required number density of a self-
propelled ‘smart dust’ swarm are considered through a partial differential continuity equation. Again, building on Ref. 
[13], an azimuthally symmetric swarm is considered in Section II whose number density is a function of orbit radius and 
time only. According to the specific actuators providing control, the strategies developed are classified as a single-device 
and boundary controller, respectively. For the first type, provided by modulating a single device’s lightness number and 
pitch angle, both open-loop and closed-loop forms are derived from the characteristic curves of the homogeneous 
continuity equation in Section III.I. For the second type, using active device deposition, both open-loop and closed-loop 
forms are derived by maintaining the required total number of devices in the swarm with on-orbit failures in Section 
III.II. Numerical simulations are implemented in Section IV which demonstrate that the combination of single-device 
and boundary controllers can drive the swarm number density to a required distribution, even considering on-orbit 
failures. It is also concluded that the controllers developed are robust with respect to uncertainty in the initial data used 
for the continuity equation. 
II. Continuum Evolution Model of Swarm Density 
A swarm of ‘smart dust’ devices distributed in heliocentric orbit is investigated by modelling the dynamical 
evolution of the swarm number density. Different from classical orbital dynamics formulated using ODEs, the swarm 
density is described by two independent variables of position and time, which requires the use of PDEs. 
An azimuthally symmetric swarm model developed by McInnes [13] is considered whose number density is a 
function of orbit radius and time only. Similar to modelling the evolution of interplanetary dust [7,8], nano-satellite 
constellations [9] and high area-to-mass spacecraft [12,13], the continuum evolution of the swarm can be obtained from 
a continuity equation linking the swarm density and the velocity vector field of the flow of ‘smart dust’ devices, as [11] 
  -nnn
t
n
 

 
v  (1) 
where n represents the swarm density,  is the gradient operator on the solution space, in this case the orbit radius r(t), v 
is velocity vector of a single device, which is assumed a function of the orbit radius r(t) only, and n  and -n  represent 
the sources and the sinks of the PDE system which model the injection of new devices and the removal of devices due to 
on-orbit failures. Generally, the failure of devices will occur with a fixed probability such that 
 nn  -  (2) 
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where >0 is the mean device failure rate. The realistic deposition of new devices is from a dispenser, defined here by 
the Dirac delta function as 
  rrCn    (3) 
where r  represents the radius of the Earth’s orbit and C is the deposition rate which is considered as a boundary 
controller in Section III.II. 
The orbit evolution of a single device follows the model of Ref. [13] which is considered to be self-propelled by 
solar radiation pressure only. A new dimensionless dependent variable     rtrt   and a new independent variable 
t   are defined to simplify the analysis, where again r  is the radius of the Earth’s orbit,   r  1  is the 
orbital angular velocity,   is the gravitational parameter and  is the device lightness number. It will be assumed that  
can vary from 0.009 to 0.011, i.e.,   00 -  where 0=0.01 and =0.10, for example using an 
electrochromic coating. Thus, following Ref. [13], the evolution of a single device on a quasi-circular spiral trajectory is 
defined by the inward or outward radial speed 
  2/1,
3
2  v  (4) 
where the intermediate variable  provides a link between the controllers developed in Section III and the controllable 
variables  and , which, from Ref. [13] is given by 
     


 sincos
1
3
, 2

  (5) 
where [-900, 900] is the pitch angle of the device relative to the Sun-line. The range of  can then be defined as 
 
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max
max
max
13
2
,
13
2








  (6) 
where max=0+.Both  and  are considered as the two control variables to drive the actual swarm number density 
n() to some required distribution nreq() asymptotically at infinite time. Therefore, again following Ref. [13], the 
continuum evolution of the density defined by Eq. (1) can be simplified as 
  -
1
, nn
v
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



 


 


 (7) 
where (′) is defined as differentiation with respect to ξ. If both the source and sink terms are ignored in this equation, 
it is referred as the homogeneous evolution model. 
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Solutions to the continuum evolution equation can be achieved by propagating the initial data for the swarm 
forward to describe the evolution of n as a function of both  and . The initial data function is defined as 
   
00
,



 nn , which is taken as a constant   10 n  for illustration in Refs. [9,13]. According to Section III.I, 
the analytic solution to the homogeneous model depends on the specific initial data function n0(). An extension of 
the constant initial data is achieved in this paper by introducing an example radius-dependent initial data n0() with 
the following form 
     2cos10n  (8) 
where  is a free parameter denoting the difference from the original initial data with   10 n  used in Ref. [13]. 
For numerical implementation, a finite limit on  is defined, such as 1],0( . 
As demonstrated in Section III, both open-loop and closed-loop controllers define the selection of the intermediate 
variable  for any radius  and time . Then, another algorithm is required to choose a pair of (, ) from the constraint 
defined Eq. (5). From the viewpoint of optimization, an optimization index is defined as 
 20
2 - J  (9) 
where  is the weighting factor between  and . Therefore, the procedure for obtaining  and  from |, at any radius 
and time can be classified as a nonlinear constrained optimization with Eq. (5) as the constraint such that 
 
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
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




00
22
,
,.,.
min
ts
J
 (10) 
where the functions “fmincon” and “confuneq” in MATLAB can deal with such optimizations, providing the actual 
controls required as a function of both radius and time. 
III. Control Strategies for the Evolution of Swarm Density 
Different types of passive swarms have been investigated, such as nanosatellites by McInnes [9] and McInnes and 
Colombo [10], and debris by Letizia et al [11]. However the smart dust devices considered in this paper are assumed to 
be actively controlled through modulation of their lightness number  and pitch angle  defined by Eq. (5). Furthermore, 
since all devices are assumed to be active rather than passive, a required distribution of swarm density can in principle 
be delivered through open-loop or closed-loop controllers, developed in Section III.I. 
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Moreover, the device deposition strategies proposed in Section III.II are considered to compensate for on-orbit 
failures, which act as a boundary controller in the classical PDE control problem. Compared with the active device 
controllers for individual devices in Section III.I, the boundary control is provided by the macroscopic deposition of 
new devices. 
III.I. Open-loop and Closed-loop Device Controllers for a Homogeneous Continuity Equation 
Analytic closed-form solutions to the continuity equation modelling the evolution of nanosatellite constellations 
[9,10], high area-to-mass objects [12] and ‘smart dust’ in heliocentric orbit can be derived using the method of 
characteristics. Thus, the standard method proposed by McInnes [13] is introduced to investigate the evolution of a 
swarm in heliocentric orbit. 
Firstly, considering the homogeneous case with a sink term   0,- n  and source term   0,  n , the motion of 
a single device defined by Eq. (4) allows simplification of the partial differential Eq. (7) as 
      0,,
3
1
,
3
2
2
3
2
1





 




n
nn  (11) 
Along the characteristic curves, the partial differential equation degenerates into two ordinary differential equations 
defined by [21] 
 



v
d
d
  (12) 
  0,
2
1
 

n
d
dn  (13) 
Then, substituting from Eq. (4) yields the family of characteristic functions G(,) defined by 
   


0
2
3
,, dG . (14) 
Therefore, the general solution of the original partial differential equation can be written as 
     ,2
1
, Gen

  (15) 
where an arbitrary function of the characteristic equation  can be determined from the initial data (or function) of the 
problem    
00
,



 nn , i.e.,  has the following form       












3
2
2
33
1
2
3
2
3
0ln  n . Thus, substituting the 
characteristic function   ,G  and  into the density defined by Eq. (15) yields the full swarm density equation as 
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     



0
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1
03/2
,
1
-1, ndn 
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



   (16) 
where   3
2
0
3/2 ,-



 

 d . The full density equation will now contribute to the derivation of both the open-
loop and closed-loop controllers for the swarm of devices. The required distribution of swarm density nreq(), 
which depends on orbit radius only, and defines the control target of both controllers discussed above, is defined as 
     reqnn  
, .  
To proceed with the analysis, an intermediate variable is defined as    


0
2
3
,  d , and then the 
relationship between this variable and the required density distribution nreq() is obtained according to Eq. (16) as 
      reqnn 



 2
1
3
2
0
3
1
 (17) 
which can be defined as y=xn0(x2), where the variables x and y are replaced by () and   reqn2
1
. The inverse 
function of y=xn0(x2) is denoted as x=g(y) (a Newton iteration algorithm to solve this equation is presented in the 
Appendix), and () can be solved as    






  reqng
2
1
3
1
 or    
3
2
1

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






  reqng
. The relationship between  
and  and  is therefore obtained as 
    

2/3
0
, d  (18) 
To solve for the term  in the above relationship, several candidate functions () satisfying a condition based on the 
finite nature of  

0
 d  and (+) can be used to deal with the infinite integral. For example a form 


 010 221
1 arctan
1
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
Kd
K
K  (or 
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






01
0 2
1
1
1
1
1 

 K
d
K
K ) will be employed in this paper. Therefore, one form 
of the open-loop control can be found as 
 
 
122
1
2/3
1
2
, K
K 





  (19) 
where K1>0 can be used to accelerate or decelerate the convergence rate of the density n(,) to the required density 
nreq(). Here (,β) is monotonically increasing (when 3/2<()) or decreasing (when 3/2>()) with respect to time . 
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Thus, the absolute value of (,β) reaches its maximum at =0, which cannot be beyond the boundary of  defined by 
Eq. (6). Thus, it can be shown that 
 





2/3
max
max
1
1
13
K  (20) 
where    






  reqng
2
1
3
1
. 
To check the stability of the open-loop control, Eq. (19) is substituted into the full swarm density Eq. (16) and then 
the limit of n(,) at + is derived as 
 
   
    3103121
0 22
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
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
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   (21) 
According to the relationship between () and nreq() defined by Eq. (17), it is concluded that    

reqnn 

,lim , 
which demonstrates the asymptotic stability of the open-loop control. 
Compared with the open-loop control, closed-loop control is expected to reduce the control error through feedback 
from the deviation of actual and required density distributions n(,)  nreq() at the current time . Another intermediate 
variable is then defined as 
   
1/3
0
2
3
,, 





 

 d  (22) 
which can be used to transform Eq. (16) into another form as 
    ,2
1
2
0 nn   (23) 
According to the algorithm presented in the Appendix, the intermediate variable  can be solved from Eq. (23) as a 
function of   ,2
1
n  denoted as  
   ,21 ng  (24) 
and is then substituted into Eq. (22) to yield 
     


0
2
3
3
,,2
1
dng  (25) 
Thus, differentiating Eq. (25) with respect to time  only it can be shown that  
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         

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33
2
1
2
1





  reqngng
d
d  (26) 
where the term    321  reqng  is independent of time  and can be added into the differentiation. 
Then, for a coefficient K2>0, the closed-loop control can be determined from Eq. (26) to ensure convergence to the 
required swam density so that 
          




 
33
2
2
1
2
1
,,  reqngngK  (27) 
and by analogy with a damped first order system for some variable x, xKx 2 , where again K2>0 can be used to 
accelerate or decelerate the convergence rate of the density n(,) to the required density nreq(). Due to the fact that 
00
2 xxex
K    , (,β) reaches its extremum at =0, which cannot be beyond the boundary of  defined by Eq. (6). 
Thus, it can be shown that 
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


 . (28) 
To prove the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop control by the Lyapunov method, the following Lyapunov 
function is defined as 
      2,
2
1
 reqnnV   (29) 
Cleary, V() is always non-negative. Combining Eqs. (22) and (24) then yields 
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and so differentiating with respect to time yields 
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The time-derivative of the Lyapunov function therefore becomes 
      





n
nnV req,
  (32) 
Substituting Eq. (31) into (32) yields 
        

 ,,
3
1
2
1
2


 reqnn
gg
V  (33) 
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and substituting Eq. (27) into (33) yields 
               




 


33
2
2 2
1
2
1
2
1 ,,
3


 reqreq ngngnn
gg
K
V  (34) 
To make sure  V  is negative always, the inverse function g() of  20 xnxy  , i.e.,  ygx  , defined in the Appendix, 
is expected to be monotonically increasing or decreasing (increasing in this paper). Thus, differentiating  20 xnxy   
with respect to x and combining with the requirement 0
dx
dy  yields    
 
02
2
2
022
0 
xd
xdn
xxn . Since n0() depends on  
only, replacing x2 by  yields 
   
02 00 




d
dnn . (35) 
For the initial data used in this paper defined by Eq. (8), it can be shown from the above condition that 
  02cos411 22    (36) 
where   4arctan . Thus, any of 



















222222 41
1
,
41
1
41
1
,
41
1

  will ensure the 
monotonic property of g(). 
It is clear from the monotonic property of g() that  V  is negative always expect for n(,)=nreq. Therefore, the 
boundedness of the control error is rigorously proven by the Lyapunov theorem. 
III.II. Boundary Control for On-orbit Failures 
Due to the fact that on-orbit failures within a swarm will decrease the total number of devices, new devices should be 
supplied to the swarm to maintain the required distribution. Thus, according to the definition of swarm number density 
given by McInnes [9,13], the total number of swarm devices is defined as 
    
1
1
,2

 dnN  (37) 
where 1 >0 is chosen to avoid a singular integral, where 1=0.01 in this paper. 
The sink term   ,nn   in Eq. (7) represents on-orbit failures and will decrease the total number of devices in 
the swarm, where 1/ is the mean device failure rate. To keep the required distribution  reqn , new devices should be 
supplied by deposition, assumed from the Earth’s orbit at 1 , i.e.  
  1 Cn  (38) 
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where  is the Dirac delta function, and C is some undetermined coefficient. Thus, the source term n  works as a 
boundary controller to deal with on-orbit failures. 
Therefore, the stabilization by both active device control and boundary deposition is similar to water flowing into a 
pond 1],0(  where n  is analogous to continuous evaporation and n  is analogous to a tap placed at unit radius 1 . 
The swarm will flock together at 1  but ‘dry up’ at other radii without the active control through the term (,). 
Thus, the device controllers developed in Section III.I work as a ‘water pump’ to drive the swarm number density to the 
required density. 
Similar to the control strategies developed for a single device, the boundary control for device deposition includes 
open-loop and closed-loop strategies. When the swarm reaches the required distribution  reqn  at  , the first 
term n  in Eq. (7) tends to zero, as well as other terms in the device controllers, and the source and sink terms are 
expected to be in balance such that     0-21 -
1
 


 dnnN  . The magnitude of the source term can therefore be 
defined as 
  
1
1
~

 dnC req  (39) 
A closed-loop strategy can then be derived based on the idea of eliminating the difference between the total number 
at any moment N() and the required total number. Thus, as a feedback of the current total number of devices in the 
swarm N(), the magnitude of the source term can be defined as 
          
1
33
1
,2
~~

 dnnKCNNKCC reqreq  (40) 
where K3<0 can again be used to accelerate or decelerate the convergence rate of the density n(,) to the required 
density nreq(). 
It is found to be quite difficult to maintain the total number N during stabilization due to the errors between the actual 
and required densities. Instead, a balancing state is achieved through the sink and source terms so that the rate of change 
of the total number of devices is zero, i.e., the total number of devices is stable, but not necessarily equal to the initial 
number of devices. 
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IV. Numerical Simulations 
Numerical simulations are now implemented to evaluate the effectiveness of both the single device and deposition 
controllers developed in Section III, of which the significant parameters are set as follows. Firstly, the parameter  of 
the initial data function n0 is taken as 0.01 in most of scenarios, except for numerical investigations on robustness with 
respect to the initial data. For numerical implementation, a finite limit on  is defined, such that 1],0( . Secondly, the 
tolerance value 2 of the iteration algorithm proposed in the Appendix is selected as 110-7. Thirdly, the on-orbit failure 
rate is set as =110-3 for the failure case. Fourthly, according to the boundaries of the control gains presented in 
Section III.I, the gains of open-loop and closed-loop device controllers and the closed-loop boundary controller are 
chosen as K1=0.04, K2=0.04 and K3= 0.8, respectively. Then, the finite difference method is employed to solve the 
partial differential equation Eq. (7) numerically, where the simulation steps of time and radius are set as 110-2 and 
110-3, respectively. Moreover, to assess the control error of the controllers, the relative error of number density is 
defined as 
 
   
 



req
req
n
nn
e



,
lim . (41) 
where a 15 year integration time is adopted. 
Distributed swarms have potential applications in providing simultaneous multi-point solar field and particle 
measurements and so a uniform number density can be used n(,0)=1, i.e., =0, as adopted by McInnes [9,13]. However, 
as a non-uniform test case a distribution with peaks at the two inferior planets, i.e., Mercury and Venus, is adopted, 
shown as the red dashed line in Fig.1. By polynomial fitting, the blue solid line will provide the required distribution 
 reqn  to drive the stabilization of the swarm number density using the proposed controllers. 
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Fig.1 Required distributions by polynomial fitting. 
For the homogeneous case, stabilization by both the open-loop and closed-loop device controllers presented in 
Section III.I is demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. The relative errors of number density are illustrated in Fig.4. 
The maximum relative error of the closed-loop controller is 3%, but the maximum relative error of the open-loop 
controller is 4.5%. Thus, it can be seen that the closed-loop controller has a better performance than the open-loop 
control, as expected, due to feedback from the current number density. Therefore, only the closed-loop device controller 
is used in the following section to stabilize the swarm with on-orbit failures using the boundary controller proposed in 
Section III.II. 
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Fig.2 Stabilization by open-loop device controller for homogeneous case: a full evolution by open-loop controller; b evolution at time steps. 
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Fig.3 Stabilization by closed-loop device controller for homogeneous case: a full evolution by closed-loop controller; b evolution at time steps. 
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Fig.4 Relative errors of number density. 
The values of  and  provided by the closed-loop device controller can be found from the optimization procedure 
presented in Section II, and is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for different weighting factors. When the relative weighting factor 
is selected as =0, the value of  varies from -100 to 40, and  is equal to 0.01; when the weighting factor is selected as 
=50, the value of  varies from -90 to 3.80, and the value of  varies from 0.01 to 0.011. Thus, compared with the 
weighting factor =0 with fixed , i.e., 0, a larger weighting =0.02 with variable  can reduce the rate of change of . 
Thus, the optimized control allocations of lightness number and pitch angle show slow rates of change of  and  to 
make the stabilization strategies realizable. 
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Fig.5 Evolution of the pitch angle  provided by the closed-loop device controller (=0). 
a b  
Fig.6 Evolution of the pitch angle  and lightness number  provided by the closed-loop device controller (=0.02). 
Considering on-orbit failures, the evolution and relative error of the stabilized distribution obtained by the 
combination of closed-loop device control and open-loop boundary control is demonstrated by the red dashed lines in 
Figs.7a and 7c, as well as the combination of closed-loop device and closed-loop boundary control illustrated by the 
solid blue line in Figs.7a and 7c. It can be seen that the combination of closed-loop device and closed-loop boundary 
control has a better performance with a maximum relative error of 6% compared with 8% for the other combination, and 
works better at maintaining the total number of devices in the swarm. It can also be seen that the device controllers will 
fail in stabilizing on-failures without the help of the open-loop or closed-loop boundary controller. 
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Fig.7 Evolution of stabilized number density for on-orbit failures case: a the evolution of stabilized distributions at year 15; b the time histories of 
the total number of devices in the swarm; c the relative errors of the stabilized distributions. 
According to the derivation of the closed-loop device controller in Section III.I, the form of the controller depends 
on the initial data. Thus, it is necessary to investigate the robustness of the controller with respect to the parameter  of 
the initial data function. The closed-loop device controller in the following simulation is based on 










22 41
1
,
41
1
01.0

 , while the actual values of initial data are set as =0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, respectively. 
Using the same controller, the relative errors of the stabilized density in the different scenarios parameterized by  are 
shown in Fig.8. The maximum relative errors stabilized by the designed controller under the actual initial data parameter 
=0.01 is 3%, the maximum under the parameter =0.1 is 5%, the maximum under the parameter=0.2 is 11%, the 
maximum under the parameter=0.3 is 16%, and the maximum under the parameter=0.4 is 22%. Thus, it is can be seen 
that the controller developed is robust with respect to small variations in the initial data. 
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Fig.8 Relative Errors of stabilized density in different initial data scenarios year 15. 
V. Conclusion 
Distributed ‘smart dust’ swarms have potential applications in providing simultaneous multi-point field and particle 
measurements through self-propelled micro-electromechanical-system (MEMs)-scale devices in heliocentric orbit. The 
orbital evolution of the number density of such a swarm was investigated by a continuity partial differential equation 
(PDE), instead of an ordinary differential equation (ODE), with stabilization strategies investigated to drive the swarm to 
some required number density distribution. Due to solar radiation pressure (SRP), the single-device controller provided 
the required lightness number and pitch angle which were derived from the characteristic curves of the homogeneous 
system; however, a boundary control provided by the deposition of new devices was also derived from the total number 
of devices in the swarm. The former works as a ‘water pump’ to drive the swarm number density and its required 
distribution, while the latter acts as a ‘water pump’ at Earth orbit to supply new devices to offset on-orbit failures. 
Thus, rather than a uniform distribution, a non-uniform distribution was adopted with peaks in density at Venus and 
Mercury as an example in this paper. The four stabilization strategies for the swarm number density distribution 
developed, i.e., the open-loop and closed-loop controllers for the homogeneous system and the open-loop and closed-
loop controls for the nonhomogeneous system, can drive the swarm to any required distribution with control errors of 
3%, 4.5%, 6% and 8%, respectively. The closed-loop controllers with asymptotic stability achieve smaller errors than 
the open-loop ones. Due to the constraints on the device lightness number and attitude angle, the selections of control 
gains are derived analytically as well as the selection of the two parameters  and  by an optimization technique. It was 
demonstrated numerically that the controllers are robust with respect to variations in the initial data, even if the 
controller depends on the initial data itself. 
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VI. Appendix 
A Newton iteration algorithm to obtain  3
1
  from       reqnn 



 2
1
3
2
0
3
1
 in Eq. (16) or to obtain  from 
  nn 2
1
2
0    in Eq. (22) is essentially that to solve the zero root of the equation     yxnxxf  20 , where it is 
assumed that the function n0 is close to 1: 
1) Due to the fact that the function n0 is close to 1, the root in the first iteration can be chosen as y, i.e., x1=y; 
2) Substitute the root in the kth iteration in the equation     yxnxxf kkk  20 ; 
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3) Define the correction to xk as  to make the k+1th iteration zero, i.e.,      020  yxnx kk ; 
4) Expand the equation above by Taylor series as        02 20220  kkkk xnxxnxf , where 0n  is the derivative 
of n0, i.e., 
 
 2
2
0
k
k
xd
xdn
 ; 
5) The correction can be solved from the equation above as  
   20220 2
-
kkk
k
xnxxn
xf

 ; 
6) According to the fact n0 and 0n  are close to 1, the correction can be approximated as 
 
221
-
k
k
x
xf

 . Iterate steps 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 until   2kxf , where 2 is a small value, e.g.110
-7 used in this paper. Thus, the value of xk at 
this iteration is the required zero root. 
